Transport Chair by the numbers

Prime TC® Transport Chair featuring Big Wheel TC Mobility

Staff Satisfaction
In a nationwide survey of 250 caregivers that have Prime TC, 98% of those surveyed agreed that Prime TC Transport Chair made their job easier, 88% agreed that Prime TC helped them become more efficient, 85% agreed that their on-the-job satisfaction improved with Prime TC, and 98% agreed that they were satisfied with Prime TC.¹

Maintenance Costs
In the 12 months following the implementation of the Prime TC Transport Chair, in conjunction with Penrose Hospital’s increased attention to its transport chair fleet, the hospital incurred no maintenance costs related to transport chairs.²

Theft Reduction
In the 12 months following the implementation of the Prime TC Transport Chair, in conjunction with Penrose Hospital’s increased attention to its transport chair fleet, the hospital experienced no transport chair related thefts.²

Cleanability
Put through 25 wash cycles, Prime TC Transport chair proved to be easier and more effectively cleaned than a traditional wheelchair typically found in a hospital setting.³
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Please contact your account manager for more information.
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